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2 of 2 review helpful This novel By YA Not knowing what I was getting myself into Israela is one of those novels that 
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will stay with me forever Through thirty years of one family the author Batya Casper tells the on going heartbreaking 
conflict between the Israelis and Arabs Jews and Muslims The ability of this amazing author to describe the pain and 
suffering on both sides is nothing short of brilliance I As their lives unfold the three women find themselves facing 
choices they would never have envisioned In my heart I call to their mothers Take your sons to your houses Bind them 
to your chairs gag them blindfold them if necessary until they grow calm Then teach them for they have forgotten 
about peace about the blessed life about a futurea presentwithout pain Beneath their prayers in their morning cups of 
coffee beneath their love maki This is a gorgeously written compelling story of family loyalty love and pain set against 
the baffling and tragic Israeli Palestinian conflict Casper s eloquence is addicting her novel should be read by anyone 
who appreciates great literature and sen 
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